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The National Collaborating Centre  
for Determinants of Health 

One of six National Collaborating Centres for Public Health in Canada 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Six centres make up the National Collaborating Centres for Public Health in CanadaAll the NCC’s aim to make public health programs and policies more effective by:Increasing awareness of new and existing knowledgeIdentifying and helping address public health prioritiesCollaborating with established public health networksAnd identifying gaps in knowledge and relevant applied research 



Our audience 
• Environmental health practitioners 

and policymakers 
 
Our work 
• Synthesize, translate, and facilitate 

exchange of knowledge 
• Identify gaps in research and 

practice knowledge 
• Build capacity through networks 

Our focus 
Environmental health 
practice, programs,  
& policy in Canada 

National Collaborating Centre for Environmental Health 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NCCEH supports the continuous improvement of environmental health practice, programs, and policy across Canada. The NCCEH works with environmental health practitioners and policymakers to synthesize, translate, and facilitate the exchange of knowledge. The centre identifies gaps in research and practice knowledge, and helps build capacity through networks of practitioners, policy-makers and researchers. Visit NCCEH.CA to connect to-        Evidence-based resources including evidence reviews, guidance documents, and case studies on topics such as air, water, food, built environment, environmental contaminants, and more-        Information on upcoming conferences, courses, training opportunities, and the annual Student Project Award competition-        Directories of environmental health legislation,  environmental health programs and services across Canada, and more



National Collaborating Centre for 
Determinants of Health 

Our focus: Social conditions that influence health & 
narrowing the gap between the least and most healthy 
 
Our audience: Canadian public health organizations & 
practitioners. 
 
Our work: Explain and share what’s known to  
help public health positively influence health  
for EVERYone through their work.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ConnieOur focus is on the social determinants for health … which means we are particularly interested in how we can help public health practitioners address health inequities.Our focus:Social determinants of health & health equityOur work:Translate and share evidence to influence interrelated determinants & advance health equityTo support interprofessional connections in the Canadian public health sectorOur audience:Practitioners, decision makers, and researchers working in public health Organizations in Canada’s public health sector



Agenda 
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• Intersection of EPH & health equity 

• Key concepts 
• Structural & intermediary determinants 
• What do we mean by “environment”? 
• Charitable vs. critical approach 

• Organizational capacity, barriers & facilitators to health equity work 

• Practical implications of integrating health equity into EPH work 

• Tools for EPH practitioners 

 
 

EPH – environmental public health 



Workshop objectives 

1.     Recognize facilitators and challenges related to integrating the social     
 determinants of health and health equity into EPH practice, at the individual 
 practitioner and organizational levels. 
 
2.     Identify and discuss how to apply tools that support the application of an 
 equity lens in EPH practice.  
 
3.      Explore practical actions to incorporate a health equity lens within the 
 operational realities of an organization. 
 



Who is in the room? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show of hands to identify who is in the audience:EPH practitionersMOHNon-EH frontline practitionersResearchers/academicsPH leadersPolicy/government (what level?)Works in EHWorks in health equity & SDHWorks with Indigenous communities



“ The window is determined by the 
frames we use to look through.  We 
need a new frame.” 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Ryan Meili @ St FX - March 2, 2016 

“Life changes the lens 
you look through.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Sean O’Toole, CIPHI - NS 



Structural determinants of health 

• Income 

• Education 

• Occupation 

• Social class 

• Gender 

• Race/ethnicity 
 
 
 

Intermediary determinants of health 
 
• Material circumstances  

housing, neighborhood quality, consumption potential, physical work environment 
 
• Psychosocial circumstances  

stressors, living circumstances and relationships, social support & coping styles 
 
• Behavioural and/or biological factors  

nutrition, physical activity, tobacco & alcohol consumption, genetic factors 
 

World Health Organization (WHO) conceptual framework. 
Solar and Irwin, 2010.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vocabulary of structural and intermediary determinants often resonates with environmental public health staff because it looks at the underlying factors in a slightly different way.  And EPH practitioners often don’t see themselves as related to the social aspects of health.Structural determinants refer specifically to the interplay between the socioeconomic political context, structural mechanisms that generate social stratification and the resulting socioeconomic position of individuals.  These are what we include when we talk about the social determinants of health inequities. And these are the most upstream factors that are changed at a policy level and affect society broadly.Intermediary determinants are further down the stream than the structural determinants depending on which intermediary determinant we are talking about.	material – consumption potential is the financial means to buy healthy food, warm clothing, etc…	psychosocial – focus is on the impact of social environment and mental health impact	behavioural & biological – lifestyle based, individual focused – really downstream



Credit:  Jeff Masuda, Queen’s University, 2015 

Charitable mentality 
 
– “Let’s lend a helping hand” 
– “I encourage you” 
 
 
 
A free pass to the rest of us? 
 
– “You become like me” 

“Deficit fix” intervention 
 
– “Fixed” on “fixing” the poor/ 
destitute/underprivileged 
 

Theory: Minimize difference 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Theory – minimize the difference



Critical mentality 
 
– “Let’s realize we are all 
complicit in injustice” 
 
 
 
No one escapes scrutiny 
 
– “We all need to change” 

“Seeking justice” intervention 
 
– Where there is poverty 
there is privilege that needs 
unfixing” 
 

Theory: Seek justice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather, we want to seek justice.And the way we seek justice is through leadership and movement building.



Environmental public health professionals 

• Environmental health officers (EHOs) or public health inspectors (PHIs) 
 

• Certified with Canadian Institute of Public Health Inspectors (CIPHI) (outside 
Quebec) 
 

• Training: environmental health, hygiene, microbiology, food science, research 
methods 
 

• Additional skills: epidemiology, toxicology, health promotion, healthy communities 
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EPH 

Education  

Licensing & 
inspection 

Enforcement  Health 
promotion 

Healthy built 
environment 
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Personal 
services 

Drinking 
water 

Food 
premises 

Land use 
planning 

Air, 
water, 

soil 
quality 

Housing? 

Tobacco 
control 

Noise 

Pests 
Injury 

prevention 

Pools 
and spas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assess and manage risks to public health that are associated with some kind of environmental exposure. Often work alone, but consult with team/colleagues.Sometimes collaborate with other sectors in public health, but this is challenging for them in the current system.HBE teams collaborate much more due to nature of their work. 



Equity and EPH practice 

SES 
• Food premises 
• SDWS 
• Housing 
• Built environ. 

Culture & Language 
• Food premises 
• PSEs 

Literacy & Education 
• SDWS 
• Food premises 
• PSEs 

Psycho-social 
• Housing 
• Food premises 

Geography 
• SDWS 
• Food premises 
• Built environ. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Socioeconomic status	Financial restrictions/cash flow	Employee finances in job securityCultural differences	Expectations of PHIs/operator relationship	Immigrants in new industry (food)Language/Literacy	Limited English language skills	Low literacy/computer literacyStress	Distraction	Intensify other barriersGeography	Access to equipment, parts, expertise	Food security in remote communities



Emerging practices 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LEGISLATED REQUIREMENTS VS SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENTS:There are a lot of ways that PHIs are navigating the balance between protecting public health and supporting people with barriers that create inequities. One-on-one: Verbal ‘walk-through’ of exams and reportsCommunication and relationshipstime intensiveRisk prioritization:Focus on critical risks vs written rulesFocus available resources for maximum impactMay require guidanceAlso help them - or lay it out, their priorities. At the same time laying out their resources. Because a lot of the time I think about rodents or pests and things like that, they just pay some guy 1000 bucks each month to try to get rid of the issue, but without thinking that they need to do something within their own premises to prevent or mediate that. So, just trying to help them refocus their resources. “If you clean this you don’t need to spend $1000, so you save that money so you can do something else. And while you’re spending this $1000, then you don’t have to spend $1000 on pest control.”Collaboration:Within sector – borrow resources, share ideasAcross sectors – network and referGet to know who is out there, let them know who you areRelies on personal factors; often done “off the radar”  – could be formalized to help people know who does what, when, and how to contact themDocumentation:What happened and why, even if you can’t address the root problemFor PHI, as educational tool when report goes to operator, as acknowledgement of barriers, and to let the system know what is going on and where people are falling through the cracks. May be a need to provide a place or format for this kind of reporting, and to ensure that it goes somewhereThe first thing I try to do is document as much as we can. So we can show that we have been doing our due diligence to get things to a certain way, and there’are reasons why it hasn’t happened. I think that’s a really important thing to express….  “Well, these are the reasons why we’re at where we’re at. Yes, they’re not in compliance, but we’ve had these issues and it’s been really not the fault of either party why things have happened the way they have.” And what we’ve done to try and alleviate or correct that, and show that we’ve been doing our part and they’ve been doing their part as much as they can.



Moving toward 
equity-oriented EH practice 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can respond to or address inequities within the Traditional or Emergent approach to practicePERSON-CENTRED = Compassion and love – Doing things better.SYSTEMS-APPROACH = Avoiding unintended consequences and narrowing the equity gap – Doing better things.Can be doing both – probably both are needed at the beginning, and person-centred are more immediate responses.



Capacity to advance health equity in EHP 

In
di

vi
du

al
s • Time 

• Knowledge 
• Skills 
• Discretionary authority 
• Tools 
• Role clarity 

O
rg

an
iza

tio
ns

 

• Mandate 
• Executive champions 
• Manager buy-in 
• Org. culture & strategic 

direction 
• Intra/Inter agency 

collaboration & 
communication 

• Reporting structure & job 
descriptions 

• Appropriate legislation 



Tools to advance health equity in EPH 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 Strategies:For managers and directors to get started. Short and to the point. Apply an equity lens to your mandateBuild capacityRecognize complexityFoster collaboration and leadershipIntegrate to evaluation and reportingPolicy levers:Addresses some of the concerns about restrictive mandate and how “soft” skills of HE fit into a regulatory profession. Balance inspection requirements with health promotion efforts.Clear visionCollaborateRegulatory flexibilityEquity championsEH mandateDiscussion guide:Discussion guide for use in team meetings, retreats and group planning, etc. Could also be used individually. Short case study examples.Highlights the critical success factors that applied.3 discussion questions to apply to issues in own context. 



10 considerations for action 

• Enhancing knowledge 

• Apply concepts to practice 

• Reflective practice 

• Identify internal and external collaborators 

• Approaches at multiple organizational 

levels 

Framework for EPH action 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Originally developed as a thought piece for individuals, but pilot testing suggested that it would also have value as a tool to guide staff meetings or strategic planning exercises. 



3 main audiences: 

1. Frontline PHI/EHO 

2. Managers & directors 

3. Educational & professional development 

organizations 

Framework User Guide 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tool to accompany the frameworkPractitioners suggested using it in staff meetings, etc. during pilot test. They also suggested instructions for how/where/when to use the Framework. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q&A – clarification of concepts only



Environmental public health & health equity 
 
Scenarios &  
promising practices 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q&A – explore how concepts apply to scenarios, share other practice examples



World café instructions 

• Discuss the question on your table 
• Make notes & pictures on the table 
• Think of ideas, be creative 
• Be open to new possibilities –  

imagine there are no practical challenges 
• Change tables at the bell –  

you will discuss 3 of 5 questions 



Table hosts 
• Record ideas throughout the conversation. Summarize in the 

plenary. 

• Remind people to note or share key ideas, insights, 
connections, and new questions to contribute to the final 
report. 

• At the beginning of each round of conversation, briefly share 
key ideas from the prior conversation so others can link and 
build using ideas from their previous conversations. 



World Café principles 
• FOCUS on what matters 
• CONTRIBUTE your thinking 
• SPEAK your mind 
• LISTEN to understand 
• LINK AND CONNECT ideas 
• LISTEN for insights and patterns 
• PLAY, DOODLE, DRAW 
• NO LIMITS! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not about feasibility – just want ideas and suggestions for how to do things. Don’t get bogged down in what might work or not at this. 



Factors in organizational capacity 

Prioritization list – same one as in pre-session 
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Final thought…… 
 
Think “build-it-in”…. 

not “add-it-on” 

Thank you! 
 
And thank you for 
completing the 
evaluation survey  



Contact Us  
National Collaborating Centre for 
Determinants of Health 
 
St. Francis Xavier University 
PO Box 5000, Antigonish, NS    B2G 2W5 
 
Email:  
nccdh@stfx.ca  &  ccnds@stfx.ca  
 
Phone:  (902) 867-5406                           
Fax:  (902) 867-6130 
 
www.nccdh.ca  and www.ccnds.ca 
   
    @ NCCDH_CCNDS 
 

National Collaborating Centre for  
Environmental Health 
 
 
 
200 - 601 West Broadway 
Vancouver, BC     V5Z 4C2 
 
Email:  
contact@ncceh.ca & contact@ccnse.ca 
 
Phone:  (604) 829-2551 
Fax:  (604) 829-2556 
 
www.ncceh.ca and www.ccnse.ca  
 
      @NCCEH 

mailto:nccdh@stfx.ca
mailto:ccnds@stfx.ca
http://www.nccdh.ca/
http://www.nccdh.ca/
http://www.ccnds.ca/
mailto:contact@ncceh.ca
mailto:contact@ccnse.ca
http://www.ncceh.ca/
http://www.ccnse.ca/
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